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In nature, enzymes provide highly tailored microenvironments
that promote reactions with high regio- and stereoselectivity.
Chemists have long sought to design artificial cavities that can direct
reactions with comparable levels of selectivity. A number of groups
have designed and synthesized hollow host molecules,1 while others
have explored the use of inorganic materials with internal cavities,
such as zeolites2 and clays,3 that provide well-defined microenvi-
ronments for reactions. Herein, we report the highly selective 2+
2 cycloaddition of 2-cyclohexenone in the presence of self-
assembled apohost1 to yield the head-to-tail dimer (HT)2a in high
conversion. This is in contrast to the photodimerization of 2-cy-
clohexenone within other confined environments that yield the head-
to-head (HH) dimer2b and are limited to lower degrees of
conversion to minimize secondary photorearrangements.4 Another
advantage to our method is that apohost1 can be easily recovered
and reused much like a zeolite.

Supramolecular chemistry offers great promise in reducing the
size of the molecular building blocks that must be covalently
synthesized while still directing the assembly of nanometer-sized
cavities and channels with microenvironments designed to bind
guest molecules1,5 and regulate specific reactions.2 One strategy is
to use self-assembled macrocycles. We have reported the synthesis
and self-assembly of macrocycle1 to form apohost1 that has
columnar channels with an inner diameter of∼9-10 Å and can
reversibly bind guests (Figure 1).6 Macrocycle1 self-assembles
through strong, directional urea-urea hydrogen bonds and aromatic
stacking interactions into columnar structures that pack together to
form porous crystals (apohost1).

Apohost1 can be readily loaded with guest 2-cyclohexenone.7

First, macrocycle1 was self-assembled in acetic acid.6 The AcOH
guest was removed by heating at 120°C for 2 h toform apohost
1, which is stable to UV irradiation for 48 h and shows no phase
changes below 300°C by DSC. The 2-cyclohexenone was
introduced by vapor treatment (method a).8 The loading of apohost
1 with the enone was measured by thermogravimetric analysis
(Figure 2a) and1H NMR. The apohost1‚2-cyclohexenone complex
is highly ordered and gives a powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD)
pattern distinct from that of the apohost (Figure 2b).1H NMR of
the bound complex after PXRD showed no change in structure,
and the material was stable in the dark at room temperature for
weeks. Photodimerization of 2-cyclohexenone with apohost1 was
highly selective, yielding dimer2a (96%) after 24 h. The high
degree of selectivity for2a is unusual. Zeolites, for example,
typically favor 2b, with Saponite giving the highest reported
selectivity (82% of2b).3 The apohost1‚2-cyclohexenone complex
was irradiated under UV light at room temperature with a Hanovia
450 W medium pressure mercury arc lamp. The reaction was
monitored over 24 h. The disappearance of starting material
corresponded with the appearance of2a. Analysis by1H NMR in
DMSO-d6 showed only peaks corresponding to macrocycle1,
unreacted 2-cyclohexenone, and dimer2a. We measured 15.5%

conversion to2a at 15 min and 44.5% conversion at 1 h. After 24
h, dimer2a was the major product and no enone was detectable
by 1H NMR or GC/MS.

The photoproducts can be separated from apohost1 by washing
with CH2Cl2, and apohost1 was recovered. The1H NMR of the
CH2Cl2 extract closely matched the product distribution that was
observed by direct dissolution of the complex. Furthermore,1H
NMR analysis of the recovered apohost showed peaks correspond-
ing to macrocycle1 and residual solvent, indicating that 2-cyclo-
hexenone starting material and products were efficiently removed
by the extraction process. The recovered apohost shows no change
in structure by NMR and displays a PXRD pattern with peak
positions and intensities nearly identical to those of the original
apohost (Figure 2b, bottom). The1H NMR of the crude photolysis
product extracted from apohost1 (Figure 3) shows only the

Figure 1. Bisurea macrocycle1 self-assembles into tubular structures that
can bind 2-cyclohexenone molecules. Irradiation of the enone in the confined
environment selectively yields the head-to-tail photodimer.

Figure 2. (a) Simultaneous TGA/DTA study of apohost1‚2-cyclohexenone
complex. (b) PXRD comparison of apohost1 (top), apohost1‚2-cyclohex-
enone complex (middle), and apohost1 after the photoreaction (bottom).

Scheme 1. Photolysis of Neat 2-Cyclohexenone without
Assembled 1 versus Photolysis of 1‚2-Cyclohexenone
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chemical shifts of the head-to-tail dimer (2a), indicating a high
degree of selectivity.1H NMR was not sensitive enough to detect
2b or photorearrangement products2c and2d.

More careful analysis by GC/MS confirmed that the photodimer-
ization reaction was highly selective for dimer2a (96%) versus2b
(3%). In addition, the dimerization of 2-cyclohexenone in the
presence of apohost1 displayed decreased incidence of secondary
photorearrangements (2c + 2d, 1.2% versus 16% in the control).
The high selectivity for the HT dimer2a and the reduced rate for
secondary photorearrangement observed in the apohost1 complexes
suggest that a controlled photodimerization was occurring within
a confined environment formed by apohost1.

We investigated the reaction selectivity of apohost complexes
formed under different conditions. Crystalline apohost1 was ground
to a powder and equilibrated with 2-cyclohexenone vapor (method
b) or immersed in liquid 2-cyclohexenone (method c).10 The three
guest loading methods gave different loading ratios by1H NMR
(Table 1). Loading of enone vapor was kinetically slow (∼5 days)
and may be limited by accessibility as ground apohost1 had higher
loading than unground (methods b and a). Immersion of the ground
apohost in neat enone (2 h, method c) gave higher loading values
than equilibration with 2-cyclohexenone vapor (method b). The
reasons for the dependence of the1:enone ratio on the loading
method are under investigation.

Regardless of loading method, the photodimerization of the 2-cy-
clohexenone‚apohost1 complexes showed selectivity for the head-
to-tail dimer2a (90-96%). The highest selectivity was observed
with the lowest loading of enone. The selectivity observed with
partial loading (method a) decreased a few percent when 2-cyclo-
hexenone loading was increased 2- and 3-fold (methods b and c).
Apohost1 was efficient in templating the 2+ 2 reaction. In method
c, the apohost1:enone ratio was 1:2, and yet high selectivity (90%
2a) and conversion were observed. Multiple runs showed similar
product selectivity. The recovered apohost can be reused multiple
times by immersion in liquid 2-cyclohexenone (method c).

In summary, we report the application of porous apohost1 as a
confined environment for the selective 2+ 2 photoreaction of
2-cyclohexenone. The enone guest was readily loaded into these
materials by vapor treatment or soaking in neat enone. Irradiation
of the apohost1‚enone complexes selectively yielded the head-to-
tail dimer, which could be readily extracted from the crystalline
apohost1. Furthermore, apohost1 was easily recovered and reused
after the reaction. We are currently investigating the use of our
system as an organized environment to control the 2+ 2
photoadditions of other cyclic and acyclic enones.
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Figure 3. 1H NMR (CDCl3) comparison of crude photolysis product from
apohost1 (top) with standards for photodimer products2a and2b.

Table 1. Reaction Selectivity with Apohost 18,10

selectivity (%)

method
binding ratio

1:enone 2a 2b 2c 2d

control 35 49 8 8
a 1:0.7 96 3 <1 1
b 1:1.4 94 3 2 1
c 1:2.0 90 7 2 1
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